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Concerns about the negative effects o f marine scientific research are in clear juxtaposi
tion to the beneficial role that scientific knowledge plays in enhancing the understanding 
o f the oceans and protecting the marine environment. This presents a regulatory paradox 
that is examined in this article in light o f the legal framework in the 1982 United Nations 
Convention on the Law o f the Sea. The article traces how these general principles in the 
Convention are elaborated in soft law instruments for the promotion o f environmentally 
sustainable research practices. It also looks at an example o f state practice in this area 
by examining regulatory measures instituted in the Canadian Endeavour Hydrothermal 
Vent Marine Protected Area.

Keywords freedom of scientific research, marine environment, marine scientific 
research

The Environmental Impacts of Marine Scientific Research

The oceans cover approximately 70% of the earth’s surface, yet a limited understanding 
of the marine environment persists as a major knowledge gap confronting science and 
society. The benefits derived from science and technology in other fields point to the 
enormous gains that humanity can make by promoting marine scientific research. Basic, 
curiosity-driven research is rapidly transforming our understanding of the world’s oceans, 
and fundamental discoveries of new ocean phenomena are frequent. Investments in marine 
research underpin economic growth in marine sectors such as shipping, offshore energy, 
and security and defense. Applied marine research also holds promise for pioneering new 
and more sustainable routes for exploitation and technological development. Perhaps more 
pressing, however, is the need for scientific research on global environmental change. 
Science continues to demonstrate the gravity of the threat that human activities pose to 
the marine environment such as climate change, marine pollution, ocean acidification, 
overfishing, habitat destruction, and loss of marine biodiversity.1 Scientific advice is a pre
requisite for identifying and assessing marine environmental risks and developing sound
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conservation and management policies and laws. These factors have contributed to sub
stantial increases in marine research globally.

The compelling need for information about the marine environment supports a robust 
case for promoting scientific study of the marine realm.2 Nevertheless, scientists’ use of 
the oceans is subject to legal restrictions. Legal controls were introduced at the interna
tional level as a corollary of coastal states’ inherent sovereign rights over offshore natural 
resources.3 This tension between scientific freedoms and control over marine resources 
is explicit in the provisions on marine scientific research in Part XIII of the 1982 United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC).4 Coastal state consent is required for 
marine scientific research conducted within areas of national sovereignty, sovereign rights, 
or jurisdiction. Coastal states, however, do not enjoy an unfettered discretion over marine 
research projects carried out in the vast areas of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and 
continental shelf. In normal circumstances, consent is to be given by coastal states for ma
rine scientific research conducted exclusively for peaceful purposes and in order to increase 
scientific knowledge of the marine environment.

Recent developments highlight a new ground for limiting the free exercise of ocean 
research— the concern that, if unregulated, marine scientific research may harm the marine 
environment.5 In general, the environmental threat posed by marine scientific research is 
estimated to be low relative to other human uses of the oceans.6 This is mainly because, 
compared to industrial-scale activities, scientific research generally involves smaller-scale 
or novel projects. However, our growing knowledge of the marine environment has delivered 
an understanding that all human activities can disrupt the balance of marine ecosystems, 
particularly those most sensitive to anthropogenic interference.7 This revelation casts light 
on the potential adverse effects of marine research and its contribution, however small, to 
environmental damage.

The term “marine scientific research” is undefined in the LOSC, but it broadly en
compasses most forms of scientific investigation directed at understanding the marine 
environment.8 As such, the concept captures disparate strands of scientific activities that 
vary in their potential for causing environmental harm. Some adverse environmental effects 
are not specific to marine scientific research and are common to other ocean uses. For exam
ple, operating research vessels can have the same environmental impacts as shipping (e.g., 
accidental oil spills, exhaust and vessel noise emissions, problems associated with haz
ardous waste and ballast water release).9 Other environmental impacts are science-specific 
and relate to the methods and means used to study the oceans. These can be categorized as 
physical, acoustical, chemical, or accidental in nature.10 Physical effects arise from sam
pling and the use of drilling technologies, explosives, and other specialized scientific 
equipment (e.g., piloted or remotely operated vehicles) and can harm marine species or 
habitats and damage structural features of marine ecosystems.11 Other physical impacts 
include disturbances to marine organisms caused by exposure to heat and light from sci
entific instruments.12 In terms of acoustical impacts, marine scientific research sometimes 
introduces sound into the marine environment, which can detrimentally affect marine life.13 
Chemical impacts may result from the use of chemical tracers and disposable devices con
taining hazardous materials.14 Finally, accidental impacts from marine research operations 
include biological contamination (e.g., introduction of alien species or pathogens that alter 
local community structure and potentially cause extinctions of native species).15

Another way to distinguish the environmental impacts of marine research activities is 
in terms of research design. Extended scientific and technological capability permits more 
than mere data collection for describing the oceans; science is now capable of experimen
tally manipulating marine systems and processes to advance scientific understanding of
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such phenomena.16 Intervention-style research aimed at altering marine systems touches 
on a more sensitive domain bounded by societal fears of ecological risks and uncertainties 
of “meddling with nature.”17 For example, within the fisheries sector, the design of ge
netically modified organisms for use in aquaculture may threaten marine biodiversity and 
marine ecosystems.18 Ocean fertilization experiments directly alter marine ecosystems by 
introducing nutrients such as iron, phosphorous, and nitrogen to artificially stimulate phy
toplankton blooms that are expected to eventually sink, locking fixed atmospheric carbon 
dioxide in the deep sea for long-time scales.19 Although these studies may yield important 
new insights into the structure and functioning of marine ecosystems and potentially of
fer a method for offsetting rising global carbon dioxide emissions,20 there are widespread 
concerns about side effects.21

Another category of marine scientific research that threatens the marine environment 
may not constitute bona fide scientific research at all. For example, despite the legal 
classification as scientific, research programs that rely heavily on the lethal sampling of 
whales are widely criticized as an abuse of the scientific exception to the ban on commercial 
whaling in the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling.22

The growing list of concerns about the environmental impact of marine scientific 
research raises questions as to whether further regulation is necessary to ensure that its 
potential impacts are assessed in advance and that research is conducted in an environ
mentally responsible way.23 This presents a regulatory paradox that advances in scientific 
knowledge necessary for identifying environmental threats and developing effective en
vironmental protection measures may be hindered by regulatory measures that restrict 
marine research activities to protect the marine environment. Underlying this contradiction 
are assumptions about the freedom of scientific research as a necessary condition for the 
generation of scientific knowledge.

This conflict is also mirrored in the provisions of the LOSC, which provides the 
starting point for examining the international legal implications of scientific activities 
that potentially damage the marine environment. Article 240(d) of the LOSC serves as a 
linchpin provision for restricting research activities on ecological grounds, requiring that 
marine scientific research be “conducted in compliance with all relevant regulations adopted 
in conformity with the Convention including those for the protection and the preservation 
of the marine environment.” Also relevant is the general principle in Article 240(b) that 
marine scientific research uses “appropriate methods and means,” which could be construed 
as requiring that research be conducted sustainably.24 On the other hand, several provisions 
in the LOSC, supplemented by other legal norms and principles, uphold the freedom of 
marine scientific research. These recognize the right of states to conduct marine scientific 
research and ensure its promotion and codify a key role for research in the development of 
marine environmental protection laws and policy.

This article analyses the legal issues relating to the regulation of marine scientific 
research to protect the marine environment. It begins by clarifying the international legal 
framework by examining the relevant provisions in Part XIII on marine scientific research 
and in Part XII on the protection and preservation of the marine environment. The guiding 
principles in the LOSC provide the scaffolding for examining recent efforts to regulate 
the potential adverse environmental effects of marine research activities. The article also 
considers ways in which general principles are being elaborated on at the international 
level through the development of codes of conduct and guidelines designed to ensure that 
marine scientific research is conducted in an environmentally responsible and sustainable 
way. The article then goes on to examine measures taken in Canada that regulate scientific 
activities at the Endeavour Hydrothermal Vent Marine Protected Area (EHV MPA).25 These
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measures provide an example of developing state practice regarding the regulation of the 
environmental impact of marine scientific research in the EEZ and on the continental shelf.

The International Regime on Marine Scientific Research

In the early part of the twentieth century, oceanography was a nascent discipline and ma
rine scientific research remained largely unregulated.26 Rapid innovations in the 1950s and 
1960s led to the development of new oceanographic instruments and data collection meth
ods, opening up greater scientific and technical possibilities for investigating the oceans. 
Ironically, ocean researchers became victims of their own success. States began linking 
the establishment of marine research programs with the development of offshore natural 
resources and technological advances relating to military security. This awareness of the po
tential for applying new scientific discoveries propelled research efforts, but also contributed 
to the introduction of legal restrictions on the conduct of marine scientific research so that 
states could fully utilize and exploit ocean resources.27 The 1958 Geneva Convention on 
the Continental Shelf represented a first attempt at regulating marine scientific research by 
an international treaty, introducing the requirement of coastal state consent for all research 
activities conducted on their continental shelf.28 Although consent was not normally to be 
withheld for “purely scientific research,” coastal states had a wide discretion to prohibit 
marine scientific research pertaining to the natural resources on their continental shelf.29

The issue of a regime to govern marine scientific research was raised again at the 
Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III), where negotiations 
addressed the need for a new, more comprehensive convention to govern the oceans. A 
key matter to be resolved at UNCLOS III was the division of ocean space.30 This opened 
up debate over what rules would apply to marine scientific research in the newly created 
maritime zones as well as the degree of oversight that coastal states should have over 
marine research activities within areas of national jurisdiction.31 Developing states favored 
greater control over research, in accordance with their newly acquired rights over the natural 
resources in the EEZ and on the continental shelf.32 The international research community, 
represented by a few states with advanced research capacity, viewed this level of control as 
a threat to scientific freedoms.33 The basis for compromise lay in devising a flexible regime 
that would not unduly restrict marine research activities, but also would give coastal states 
control over research touching on certain vital interests.

Coastal states’ economic interest in maintaining exclusive control over offshore natural 
resources has remained a central consideration in the regulation of marine research activities 
to date. However, in response to worldwide concern over the rapidly degraded condition of 
the oceans, states have enhanced their legal commitments to protect marine environment. 
This new concern provides an alternate rationale for greater state control over marine 
research activities.

The LOSC framework concerning the environmentally responsible conduct of marine 
scientific research is not as explicitly developed in the Convention as that governing marine 
scientific research and the exploration and exploitation of natural resources. Nevertheless, it 
supplies important principles and norms for weighing scientific freedoms against the need 
for legal restrictions on marine research, which are described in further detail below.

Freedom o f Marine Scientific Research Under the LOSC

An important pillar of the legal regime on marine scientific research is the overarching right 
of all states to conduct marine scientific research and the correlative duty to promote the 
global study of the oceans. Together, these articles come closest to articulating a concept of 
the freedom of scientific research under the LOSC and provide an important check on the
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scope of other provisions in the LOSC that restrict scientific freedoms. Article 238 of the 
LOSC, the first provision of Part XIII, declares that all states and competent international 
organizations have the right to conduct marine scientific research. The freedom of scientific 
research is also recognized as a high seas freedom under Article 87 of the LOSC, ensuring 
all states the right to conduct marine scientific research in the water column beyond the 
EEZ.34 The express legal recognition of these rights and freedoms underscores that marine 
scientific research is a legally legitimate use of the oceans vis-à-vis other uses.35 States also 
have a duty to promote and facilitate the global study of the oceans under Article 239 of 
the LOSC. Whether this article creates a specific, binding legal obligation is a contested 
issue, but it nonetheless expresses an important general principle of the marine scientific 
research regime.36 Specific formulations of the duty to promote marine scientific research 
and international cooperation in scientific endeavors are expressed in other articles of the 
LOSC37 such as the requirement that states share information in order to prevent and control 
damage to the marine environment.38

The right to conduct marine scientific research is not absolute and is subject to the rules 
of international law and the rights and duties of other states.39 This limit accords with the 
general requirement that states give “due regard” to the rights of other states in the EEZ40 
and on the high seas.41 Thus, although marine scientific research constitutes a legitimate 
use of the oceans, the exercise of the right to research must be balanced against competing 
objectives in the LOSC, including “the conservation of their living resources, and the study, 
protection and preservation of the marine environment.”42

As a further restriction on the freedom of marine scientific research and consistent 
with the international legal order, the LOSC does not recognize the freedoms of individual 
researchers to pursue their own scientific aims and objectives. Rather, the right to conduct 
marine scientific research is state bound. The LOSC does not confer on individuals any 
rights or entitlements broadly recognized under modern human rights instruments.43 At the 
national level, some states do provide constitutional protection for the freedom of scientific 
research.44 For example, Article 5(3) of the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) states that 
“science, research, and teaching are free.” In other countries, the freedom of scientific re
search may also be stated as a positive obligation to promote and support research.45 Individ
ual scientists from countries that expressly guarantee scientific freedoms have certain legal 
rights to pursue their science, and the actions of these states in the international sphere could 
be challenged in national courts as a violation of constitutional rights. These states must 
take into account the freedom of scientific research when formulating and implementing 
international norms. However, in those states that do not recognize constitutional protection 
for scientific freedoms, the position of individual scientists could be legally tenuous.

Legal commentators point out the trend toward increased regulation of marine scientific 
research at the international and national levels.46 However, the regime on marine scientific 
research in the LOSC also bolsters scientific freedoms by expressly recognizing the right 
to conduct marine scientific research. This places research on an equal footing with other 
competing uses. Moreover, the adoption of duty to cooperate to promote marine science, 
together with practical needs for improved scientific knowledge, coincide with a major 
escalation in international and national research efforts.47 The impact of these and other 
provisions in international law for the promotion of marine scientific research should be 
factored in when calculating the net effect of international regulation on scientific freedoms.

Zone-Specific Provisions Regulating Marine Scientific Research Under the LOSC

Part XIII of the LOSC adopts a zonal approach to the regulation of marine scientific re
search such that the rights of coastal states diminish moving seaward from the baseline.
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Nearest to the shore, coastal states, in the exercise of their sovereignty, have the exclusive 
right to regulate, authorize, and conduct marine scientific research in their territorial sea 
and archipelagic waters.48 Research in these areas may be carried out only with the express 
consent and subject to the conditions established by the coastal state, including any re
strictive measures imposed to protect the marine environment.49 By contrast, a freedom 
regime applies in areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. All states and competent 
international organizations are free to conduct research on the high seas, provided that their 
actions are consistent with their obligations under the LOSC and other rules of international 
law.50 States and international organizations also have the right to conduct marine scientific 
research in the Area (i.e., the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction) provided it is carried out exclusively for peaceful purposes and for 
the benefit of mankind as a whole, and in conformity with Parts XIII and XI of the LOSC.51

The core of Part XIII of the LOSC is the consent regime that applies to the maritime 
zones straddling areas of national sovereignty and high seas freedoms. Here, the LOSC 
establishes detailed provisions governing the conduct of marine scientific research in the 
EEZ and on the continental shelf. The coastal state has the right to regulate, authorize, 
and conduct marine scientific research in these zones and its consent is required for other 
states or competent international organizations to conduct research in these areas.52 The 
coastal state’s right to authorize research is not absolute. In “normal circumstances,” it 
has a duty to consent to research that is “exclusively for peaceful purposes” and aims to 
“increase scientific knowledge of the marine environment for the benefit of all mankind.”53 
The LOSC also seeks to preserve scientific freedoms by ensuring that research planning is 
not hindered by administrative delays or other omissions or irregularities. Coastal states are 
required to establish rules and procedures for ensuring that consent will be granted within 
a reasonable time.54 Consent is implied if the coastal state does not respond after 4 months 
of notification of the proposed project.55

Researching states and competent international organizations must also provide spe
cific information to the coastal state to conduct marine scientific research in the EEZ and 
on the continental shelf. From an environmental management standpoint, the informational 
requirements and conditions imposed under these provisions can assist the coastal state 
in identifying, assessing, and controlling the environmental impacts of a marine research 
project. Such information may also serve to alert national officials to the possibility of 
duplicated research effort in a specific area. In terms of informational requirements, Article 
248 of the LOSC requires that researching states and competent international organizations 
provide a “full description” of the proposed research project, including the nature and ob
jectives of the scientific study; the method, means, and scientific equipment to be used; and 
the precise geographical location of the research.56 Coastal states may also make reasonable 
requests for additional information in order to satisfy concerns about the proposed research 
project.57

The researching state or international organization must also comply with certain 
conditions set out in Article 249 of the LOSC to conduct marine scientific research in 
the EEZ and on the continental shelf. These conditions include: the right of the coastal 
state to participate in or to be represented in the research project, without cost; the duty to 
provide the coastal state with access to data, samples, and results; the obligation to furnish 
preliminary reports as well as final results and conclusions at the completion of the research 
project; and the requirement that research results be made internationally available through 
national or international channels as soon as practicable.58

An important question concerns the conditions under which the coastal state can deny 
its consent to a proposed research project that may have potential adverse environmental
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impacts. As an exception to the general rule that coastal state consent should normally 
be granted, the coastal state enjoys a discretionary power to refuse its consent to research 
projects that touch on certain recognized state interests. This power is restricted to the four 
cases specified in Article 246(5) of the LOSC.59 Paragraphs (5)(a) and (b) are the most 
relevant to the issue of marine scientific research with potential environmental impacts.

The exception in Article 246(5)(a) allows the coastal state to refuse to consent to 
a research project that is of direct significance for the exploration and exploitation of 
natural resources in the EEZ or on the continental shelf.60 A broad construction of the 
term “living and non-living natural resources” to include ecosystem components without 
direct commercial value could provide a potential ground for denying consent to research 
projects that may adversely impact the marine environment.61 However, the prevailing 
interpretation is that this exception is restricted to research involving the collection of 
commercially valuable information about the living and nonliving natural resources in the 
EEZ and on the continental shelf.62

Article 246(5)(b) provides “the most explicit legal basis” for disallowing marine sci
entific research projects that perturb the marine environment.63 According to this article, 
coastal states may withhold their consent to marine scientific research that involves drilling 
into the continental shelf, the use of explosives, or the introduction of harmful substances 
into the marine environment.64 Although this exception captures several potentially dan
gerous scientific activities, it does not cover all of the environmental risks associated with 
conducting marine scientific research. For example, noise and light emissions likely do not 
fall within definition of “harmful substances” and, thus, are not included in Article 246(5)(b) 
as environmental impacts based on which a coastal state has an absolute discretion to refuse 
its consent.

Beyond the four exceptions in Article 246(5), the Revised Guide to the Implementation 
o f the Relevant Provisions o f the United Nations Convention on the Law o f the Sea, published 
by the UN Division for Ocean Affairs and Law of the Sea Office of Legal Affairs in 2010 
(OALOS Revised Guide), alludes to other “exceptional situations” in which the coastal 
state may refuse its consent to a research project in its EEZ or on its continental shelf.65 
These situations may include those in which it is clear based on the information required 
under Article 248 that a research project does not comply with one or more provisions of 
the Convention pursuant to Article 246(3).66 This interpretation is supported by the general 
principle in Article 240(d) and provides an additional basis for coastal states to deny their 
consent to research projects that violate one or more of the provisions in Part XII on the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment.67

The regime on marine scientific research aims to balance the freedom of scientific 
inquiry against other lawful uses and objectives concerning the oceans. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in the consent regime that applies in the EEZ and on the continental 
shelf. The consent regime provides the legal means for coastal states to assess and manage 
the environmental risks of marine research projects conducted within areas of national 
jurisdiction or sovereign rights. On the other hand, scientific freedoms are safeguarded in 
the EEZ and on the continental shelf by limits on coastal states’ absolute discretion to 
refuse their consent to research projects on environmental grounds.

The Application of Marine Environmental Protection Law to Marine 
Scientific Research
Several norms and principles of environmental law apply to the conduct of marine scien
tific research. According to the general principle in Article 240(d) of the LOSC, marine
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scientific research must be “conducted in compliance with all relevant regulations adopted 
in conformity with the Convention including those for the protection and the preservation 
of the marine environment.”68 As a consequence, marine scientific research must be car
ried out in accordance with the provisions of Part XII of the LOSC on the protection and 
preservation of the marine environment.69

Part XII of the LOSC adopts a comprehensive legal framework on the protection 
and preservation of the marine environment. Several articles of this part may apply to 
restrict research activities that pose a threat to marine ecosystems. Article 192 establishes 
the fundamental duty of all states to protect and preserve the marine environment. This 
obligation is comprehensive, covering areas within and beyond national jurisdiction.70 It 
is further elaborated on in Article 194, which requires that states are to take measures to 
prevent, reduce, and control marine pollution.71 This obligation includes the prevention of 
pollution from installations and devices operating in the marine environment72 and from the 
use of technologies under their jurisdiction or control.73 States are also required to protect 
rare and fragile ecosystems and thehabitats of depleted, threatened, or endangered species.74

The wording of Article 240(d) indicates that the scope of the principle is not limited 
to the provisions in Part XII. Rather, states are to conduct marine scientific research in 
accordance with all environmental protection regulations adopted in conformity with the 
LOSC. Thus, Article 240(d) covers relevant regulations established in other international 
and regional agreements as well as national legislation that conforms with the provisions 
of the Convention.

The general principle in Article 240(b) of the LOSC also hints at the possibility of 
science-specific regulations requiring that marine scientific research be carried out in an 
environmentally responsible manner. The provision states that “marine scientific research 
shall be conducted with appropriate scientific methods and means compatible with this Con
vention.” Although the term “appropriate” is undefined in the LOSC, it could be interpreted 
as requiring that marine research operations meet certain environmental standards.75

The LOSC also provides mechanisms for the law to evolve to respond to new and 
emerging environmental problems.76 For example, Article 237 of the LOSC permits states 
to conclude other agreements in furtherance of the “general principles and objectives” of 
the LOSC. Indeed, since the adoption of Part XII of the LOSC, there has been a proliferation 
and deepening of states’ commitments to address specific threats to the marine environment 
as they become known.77 The expansion of the sphere of marine environmental protection 
laws at all levels increases the potential for legal conflicts with marine scientific research 
and raises concerns that, in carrying out their ecological mandate, states will overlook the 
specific needs of international science.

Marine Scientific Research as a Contribution to Marine Environmental 
Protection

The LOSC recognizes the close nexus between the “the study, protection and preservation 
of the marine environment.”78 For this reason, the LOSC mandates that states actively 
cooperate “for the purpose of promoting studies, undertaking programmes of scientific 
research and encouraging the exchange of information and data acquired about pollution 
of the marine environment.”79

Scientific advice is essential to making effective the provisions on marine environ
mental protection in Part XII the LOSC. Scientists play a critical role in identifying en
vironmental risks and providing the information necessary for environmental assessment
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and monitoring as well as for establishing rules, standards, recommended practices, and 
procedures to address environmental threats. States are also obliged to monitor the risks or 
effects of marine pollution using “recognized scientific methods.”80 Scientific research is 
also necessary for the rational exploitation of marine resources— a concept that has evolved 
since the adoption of the LOSC into the contemporary notion of sustainable development.81 
For example, the LOSC requires that marine research provide the basis for making informed 
decisions for exploring, exploiting, conserving, and managing the oceans’ living and non
living resources.82 Scientific expertise provides the foundation for making the necessary 
assessments and determining the appropriate limits under these provisions. For example, 
states are required to take into account the “best scientific evidence available” when estab
lishing conservation and management measures.83 These and other provisions in the LOSC 
illustrate the need to promote scientific research in furtherance of the goal of safeguarding 
the marine ecosystems.

A role for scientists has also been codifled in a significant number of international 
and regional instruments for the protection and preservation of the marine environment. 
These agreements stress, among others, the importance of marine research for ensuring the 
protection and preservation of the marine habitat and biodiversity. Some require that state 
parties promote marine scientific research by encouraging research that contributes to the 
purposes of the treaty,84 for example, by including provisions that stipulate science-based 
decision making85 or that mandate the establishment of cooperative research programs.86 
Other agreements contain provisions that create exceptions for research activities from 
general prohibitions or restrictions on other types of activities (e.g., regulatory measures 
that apply in protected areas).87 On the whole, these provisions emphasize the degree of 
mutuality in the objectives of the protection of the marine environment and the promotion 
of marine scientific research and the need to pursue these aims in tandem.

Weighing the Issue of Marine Scientific Research as a Risk to the Marine 
Environment

According to the general principle in Article 240(d), marine scientific research must be 
conducted in compliance with all relevant standards and regulations on the protection of 
the marine environment. Thus, in principle, states can restrict marine research activities 
that have the potential to damage the marine environment.

On the basis of Article 240(d), it may be argued that the legal regime on marine 
scientific research is subordinate to the growing body of legal rules and standards on the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment.88 The problem with this hierarchical 
interpretation is that it does not sufficiently take into account the significant role of marine 
scientific research in the development of environmental law and policy. From a practical 
standpoint, a restrictive interpretation of the freedom of marine scientific research may 
lead to regulatory and jurisdictional barriers to conducting vital science for identifying 
environmental problems, adopting effective conservation and environmental management 
measures, and ensuring the sustainable use of marine resources.

A more comprehensive interpretation of Article 240(d) does not regard the requirement 
that marine scientific research must be conducted in compliance with all relevant environ
mental protection standards and regulations as unqualified,89 nor does it read this principle 
in isolation from the LOSC as a whole.90 In support of this standpoint, it is important to 
note that the general principle in Article 240(d) is expressly limited by the condition that 
environmental protection regulations that restrict research must be “adopted in conformity” 
with the LOSC.91 A contextual interpretation entails balancing the priority objectives of
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marine science and environmental protection and requires that states give due regard for 
the important role of marine science in conserving marine ecosystems. There are several 
counterbalancing provisions in the LOSC that temper the general principle that marine sci
entific research must comply with all relevant environmental protection regulations. These 
provisions include the express right of all states to conduct marine scientific research and 
the positive duty to cooperate and promote scientific activities for the benefit of humankind 
and the protection and preservation of the marine environment. It should also be taken into 
account that, in some states, the freedom of scientific research is a constitutionally protected 
right that must be taken into account in the development and domestic implementation of 
international law. Such guarantees provide an additional legal check on the ability of states 
to impose restrictions on the conduct of marine scientific research.

Although the LOSC supplies a framework for addressing the environmental impacts of 
marine scientific research, its guidance remains very general. Further elaboration of these 
principles must take into account a number of important considerations. As a starting point, 
marine scientific research for peaceful purposes that increases the knowledge of the marine 
environment should be privileged. Lawmakers might also take into account the potential 
benefits of conducting research in relation to the environmental risks as a basis for a le
gal exception for marine research activities. Where marine research crosses a certain risk 
threshold and the benefits of scientific activities are duly considered, regulatory measures 
restricting scientific activities may be required. However, given the diverse range of scien
tific activities now being conducted in the oceans involving specific localities, time frames, 
and types of operations and methods, a case-by-case approach is preferable to the creation 
of general rules that target the broad category of marine scientific research. Regulators 
should also remain aware of the limitations of relying solely on legal solutions to address 
the adverse impacts of marine scientific research. These limitations include problems that 
the law faces in addressing complex and rapidly evolving lines of research, the difficulties 
associated with enforcing restrictions and prohibitions on scientific activities, and the un
certainty regarding how restrictions will affect development of scientific knowledge and 
technological progress.92 Depending on the circumstances, better outcomes can sometimes 
be achieved outside of binding hard law instruments, for example, by relying on codes of 
conduct and voluntary standards.93

The second part of this article addresses these issues by examining examples of how 
the general framework governing the environmental risks of conducting marine scientific 
research under the LOSC has been integrated into soft law instruments designed to ensure 
that research is conducted in an environmentally sustainable manner. It also looks at 
an example of domestic regulations and management measures designed to ensure the 
environmentally responsible conduct of marine scientific research.

Legal Instruments Promoting the Environmentally Responsible Conduct 
of Marine Scientific Research
An array of legally binding and nonbinding instruments have been introduced recently that 
seek to minimize the potential adverse impacts of marine scientific research. These regula
tory and management tools can apply within or beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 
The growing body of principles and guidelines, regulations, and management measures 
provides additional guidance on conducting marine scientific research in an environmen
tally responsible way. These instruments also give shape to the general framework that 
applies under the LOSC. In particular, regulatory measures elaborate on the general princi
ple in Article 240(b) that states use appropriate methods and means for conducting marine
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scientific research. Finally, the important concept that state-of-the-art scientific knowledge 
should precede and form the basis of environmental law and policy is expressly recognized 
in many of these instruments.

The establishment of environmental standards for conducting field research in the 
marine environment is a relatively novel concept that has only recently received formal 
attention from policymakers and lawmakers.94 There are obvious reasons why scientists 
might be reluctant to engage this issue.95 However, the scientific community was among 
the first to appreciate the vulnerability of some marine ecosystems to disturbances from 
research activities. Marine researchers have been proactive in developing codes of conduct, 
principles, and guidelines for good scientific practice aimed at minimizing the environmen
tal impacts of their work.96 Active input from the scientific community lends legitimacy to 
legal processes and standards that guide environmentally responsible research operations 
and scientific cooperation.97

Examples of nongovernmental initiatives for the environmentally responsible conduct 
of marine scientific research include: the “InterRidge Statement of Commitment to Respon
sible Research Practices at Deep-Sea Hydrothermal Vents”98 and the “Code of Conduct 
for Marine Scientific Research Vessels” proposed by the Marine Board of the European 
Science Foundation and adopted at the International Research Ship Operators’ Meeting 
(ISOM).99 At the national level, Germany requires that applications for ship time on large- 
and medium-sized German research vessels conform to its “Commitment to Responsible 
Marine Research.”100 The Irish Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Gov
ernment adopted a “Code of Practice for Marine Scientific Research at Irish Coral Reef 
Special Areas of Conservation”101 for four sites containing coldwater coral reefs, set aside 
under the European Community Habitats Directive.102 These efforts at defining responsi
ble research practices were recently taken up by the OSPAR Commission,103 which has 
compiled the most comprehensive code of conduct to date. The OSPAR “Code of Conduct 
for Responsible Marine Research in the Deep Seas and High Seas of the OSPAR Maritime 
Area”104 incorporates previous work by InterRidge and Germany and was developed in 
consultation with deep sea scientists and with the support of European and international 
research organizations.105 The significant degree of overlap in the provisions of the various 
codes not only reflects that recent instruments borrow from previous efforts at defining 
relevant standards, but also indicates that consensus is building among scientists, advisory 
organizations, and governments regarding the general standards of conduct that should 
apply to marine scientific research.

An important feature of the codes of conduct is that they establish professional stan
dards and risk thresholds for conducting scientific operations. The OSPAR Code of Conduct 
states that when studying marine biota researchers should “avoid, in the course of research, 
activities which could lead to long-lasting changes in regional populations or substantially 
reduce the number of individuals present.”106 Scientists have the most latitude when con
ducting research in habitats not classified as fragile where the threshold is to “avoid, in 
the course of research, activities which could lead to substantial physical, chemical, bio
logical or geological changes or damage to marine habitats.”107 A more stringent standard 
applies to research carried out in areas of “particular ecological vulnerability” where “ut
most care should be taken not to disturb or damage the features as far as possible.”108 
Regarding methods and operating protocols, the OSPAR Code of Conduct calls on scien
tists to “use the most environmentally-friendly and appropriate study methods which are 
reasonably available.”109 Although the OSPAR Code does not give significant detail, it 
provides general advice on sampling protocols, the use of chemical tracers, and the emis
sion of underwater noise. Sampling methodologies are to be designed with the particular
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characteristics of the study site in mind; to employ nonintrusive or minimally intrusive in
struments and tools; and to avoid nonessential collections and limit the number of samples 
to the necessary minimum. The use of chemical tracers and expendable devices that contain 
hazardous materials is “discouraged” and, in the absence of alternatives, these techniques 
should be used sparingly. Regarding acoustical impacts, the OSPAR Code recommends that 
underwater noise emissions be “restricted to a minimum required to achieve the desired 
results and acoustic frequencies should be chosen which minimize impacts on marine life.” 
It also lists a number of measures that apply in areas where marine mammals are known or 
suspected to exist such as soft starts, visual surveillance, and acoustic monitoring.110

The various codes of conduct and guidelines stress the need for communication and 
research planning as vital aspects of environmentally responsible research practices. This 
is especially important at sites receiving intensive, interdisciplinary study where there 
is the potential for user conflicts between research groups with interfering experimental 
objectives. The ISOM Code of Conduct generally recommends that researchers develop 
a marine environmental management plan as part of their scientific cruise planning. The 
OSPAR Code of Conduct further specifies that scientists familiarize themselves with the 
research taking place at the site and communicate their research plans to other scientists 
via public domain databases and Web sites. It also advises that scientists conduct risk 
assessments for research carried out in areas containing features on the “OSPAR List of 
Threatened or Declining Species and Habitats.”111 In these more vulnerable areas, operators 
are encouraged to modify their research plan to reduce risks to an acceptable level and to 
develop contingency measures to recover lost equipment.112

The codes of conduct and guidelines also emphasize collaboration and cooperation 
as an important aspect of environmentally responsible research practices.113 The OSPAR 
Code of Conduct seeks to minimize environmental impacts by encouraging “the fullest 
possible use of all biological, chemical and geological samples through collaborations and 
cooperation within the global community of scientists.”114 Underutilized or lost data also 
has the potential to lead to duplicated research effort. Maximizing the use of scientific 
results and publishing findings promptly may help to avoid unnecessary damage caused by 
redundant research operations. Guidelines also recommend the use of sample repositories 
and the sharing of biological and physical data, samples, and results in order to reduce 
unnecessary sampling.115

Collectively, legal instruments promoting environmentally responsible marine research 
serve to introduce the concept of the “reasonable and prudent marine researcher” to be held 
up as an objective standard against which scientific conduct can be evaluated. This general 
standard can be defined as requiring that, in the conduct of marine scientific research, 
scientists show reasonable care and forethought depending on the particular circumstances 
and that they maximize the knowledge and benefits derived from scientific fieldwork.116 
However, it does not call for marine researchers to do no harm.117 Rather, the codes and 
guidelines aim at minimizing environmental disturbances and maximizing research effort, 
without compromising the scientific integrity of the research. For example, the OSPAR 
Code of Conduct states:

In the interest of environmental stewardship, it must be the goal of research 
scientists to minimize disturbances as much as possible, while still gathering 
the information necessary both to understand the systems and to form a basis 
for sustainable use strategies. Therefore, marine scientists should always eval
uate their research plans from a conservative standpoint, and choose the most 
environmentally friendly research approach.118
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A similar statement in the introduction to the Irish Code of Practice emphasizes that 
measures were “not designed to prevent or restrict [marine scientific research] from being 
conducted within the designated areas,” but instead aim to “provide a transparent framework 
for the adoption of best environmental practices that will ensure the activity is pursued on a 
sustainable basis and to the highest operating standards.”119 This balanced approach reflects 
the general framework in the LOSC, as described above, and implicitly recognizes the value 
of scientific research for environmental protection and conservation and achieving other 
societal goals.120

It is also important to note that the codes of conduct and guidelines have little to say 
about the lines of inquiry and objectives that marine scientists can pursue.121 They do not 
endorse an evaluation of the substance or merits of a proposed research project. Nor do 
they provide a cost-beneflt mechanism for weighing environmental costs against the value 
of acquiring certain kinds of knowledge. This can be contrasted with the specific regime 
addressing ocean fertilization experiments under the London Dumping Convention and the 
London Protocol.122 A nonbinding 2008 resolution adopted by the state parties prohibits all 
ocean fertilization activities “other than legitimate scientific research,”123 which is defined 
as “those proposals that have been assessed and found acceptable under the assessment 
framework.”124 The recently adopted Assessment Framework125 for ocean fertilization re
search has significant overlaps with the principles in the various codes of conduct and 
guidelines (e.g., requiring that scientists use the least intrusive means and methods and that 
they publish their data and findings promptly). However, the Assessment Framework also 
evaluates the merits of the scientific experiment requiring that the “proposed activity [be] 
designed to answer questions that will add to the body of scientific knowledge.”126 Proposals 
for conducting ocean fertilization experiments are to be reviewed according to their ratio
nale, research goals, scientific hypotheses and methods, scale, timings, and locations, and 
scientists are to provide an explanation for why the expected outcomes cannot reasonably 
be achieved by other methods.127 The differences between the regulatory approaches taken 
in the codes of conduct and for ocean fertilization activities partly lie in the degree of risk to 
the marine environment and the uncertainty associated with conducting ocean fertilization 
experiments relative to general scientific activities. Clearly, marine scientific research that 
is more likely to have a significant effect on the marine environment necessitates a more 
restrictive regulatory regime and greater oversight of scientific aims and objectives.

Although the development of codes of conduct is an important first step in establishing 
general standards of professional behavior for the marine scientists, their effectiveness has 
been questioned in various ways. The standards have been criticized as being too general, 
providing limited detail, and unduly relying on sound professional judgment to ensure their 
effective implementation.128 For this reason, a recent report of the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) has recommended that “general principles are best 
accompanied by technical annexes describing research activities in relevant detail for the 
characteristic features of different sensitive habitats.”129 However, given the exploratory 
nature of marine scientific research and the limited knowledge of ocean systems and pro
cesses, general benchmarks for evaluating the performance of marine research operations 
seem like a reasonable starting point since detailed rules may not be germane in all con
texts. Codes of conduct can also serve as an intermediate step, supplying general guiding 
principles that can supplement or be adapted to more specific regulatory contexts.130 More 
fundamentally, scientists’ specialized knowledge and appreciation of the marine environ
ment and their role in voluntarily instituting environmentally responsible research practices 
suggest that a degree of deference is owed to their professional judgment.131 On the other 
hand, researchers working in the field must also recall their ethical duties when studying
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nature and their vested interest in maintaining sites of scientific interest in pristine condition 
for future discovery.132

Another criticism leveled against codes of conduct concerns compliance and 
enforcement.133 Soft law standards established in self-regulatory instruments play an im
portant gap-filling role in the absence of binding law and management plans.134 However, 
they might not deter misconduct on the part of ocean scientists.135 The proper implemen
tation and enforcement of standards seems like a logical next step in ensuring that damage 
to the marine environment from marine scientific research is avoided. However, the task 
of monitoring compliance and undertaking enforcement is likely to be complicated and 
resource intensive.136 In light of the relative impact of marine scientific research being 
low relative to other human activities in the oceans, and given the interest scientists have 
shown in mitigating potential damage, it is not at all clear that traditional compliance and 
enforcement mechanisms are necessary or even appropriate. Flexible, science-specific reg
ulatory mechanisms— such as making research grants and ship-time awards conditional 
on the application of the code of conduct137 and enforcing standards through the scientific 
peer review process138— are more likely to be effective and less likely to unduly burden 
scientific work.

Canadian Endeavour Hydrothermal Vents Marine 
Protected Area Regulations

Consistent with the obligation in Article 194(5) of the LOSC to take measures necessary 
to protect and preserve rare or fragile ecosystems, Canada has established a network of 
marine protected areas (MPAs) under Section 35(1 )(c) of its Oceans Act that aims, among 
others, to conserve and protect unique habitats.139 Marine scientific research is subject to an 
authorization requirement within the entire network of Canada’s marine protected areas.140 
However, the Endeavour Hydrothermal Vents (EHVs) MPA is particularly appropriate for 
studying the legal issues related to the environmental impacts of marine scientific research 
since regulatory and management measures target marine researchers directly as the main 
users of the site.141

In 2003, Canada designated its first MPA to protect a seismically active seafloor- 
spreading zone with deep ocean hydrothermal vent fields.142 The EHVs are located on 
Canada’s continental shelf, approximately 300 kilometers off the coast of British Columbia. 
Since the discovery of the vents in 1982, the site has received intense multidisciplinary study. 
Among other things, scientists from around the globe have come to study the unique and 
abundant biodiversity, venting processes and chemistry, and seismic and magmatic activity 
at this area.143

Although a 1999 report commissioned by the Canadian Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans concluded that the overall impact of research on the vent sites was “very low,” 
it nevertheless noted that damage due to scientific activity had already been observed at 
certain locations.144 Environmental impacts of scientific activities at hydrothermal vent 
sites include: energy input (e.g., light and sound); the introduction of foreign materials 
and species transplantation via scientific equipment; and other damage caused by scientific 
sampling and the operation of scientific equipment (e.g., the removal or disturbance of 
living organisms or nonliving ecosystem components and changes in vent fluid flows).145 
Environmental impacts also vary commensurate with site use intensity, the scale of the 
research operation, the relative sensitivity of species and habitats to disturbance, and the 
methods and means used.146 There is also a concern about the compatibility of different
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scientific uses of the sites, for example, that more invasive studies involving intensive 
sampling will interfere with observational studies that require undisturbed conditions.147 
These concerns led to calls for greater cooperation and coordination at these scientific hot 
spots.148 After consultations with members of the scientific community, other stakehold
ers, and government agencies, the Endeavour Hydrothermal Vents Marine Protected Area 
Regulations149 were adopted in 2003 to operate in conjunction with an MPA management 
plan.150 The aim is to provide a comprehensive system of oversight for all marine scientific 
research conducted within this MPA.

The Regulations designate the site as a MPA and create a legal framework for its man
agement by establishing its legal boundaries and the requirements for site access. Section 
2 contains a general prohibition against the disturbance, damage, destruction, or removal 
of any part of the seabed or subsoil, or any living marine organism or any part of its 
habitat within the MPA, or any underwater activity in the area that is likely to result in 
these effects.151 However, Section 3 provides an exception for “scientific research for the 
conservation, protection and understanding of the Area.”152 To fall within the exception, 
researchers must submit a research plan that conforms to the MPA management require
ments at least 90 days before the start of the research project and obtain all the necessary 
licenses, authorizations, or consents.153 Foreign states are exempt from the requirement to 
submit a separate research plan, if the requisite information has previously been provided 
in the application for consent to conduct research in Canadian waters.154 The EHV MPA 
Management Plan states that research carried out by foreign vessels must be carried out 
in accordance with all other environmental protection and management requirements con
tained in the MPA Regulations and that terms and conditions to this effect may be attached 
to consent for foreign research vessels conducting research in protected areas.155

The principle tool for managing and monitoring the scientific activities is the review 
and authorization procedure that applies to all research activities conducted within the 
boundaries of the MPA. It incorporates several innovative management measures regarding 
research planning and reporting, site-specific use requirements, and guidelines for best 
scientific practices.

To prevent user conflicts between scientific groups, the MPA is divided into four 
management areas corresponding to the four principle vent fields within the MPA. The 
management of each site varies according to the management objectives for each area. For 
instance, the relatively pristine Salty Dawg management area has been preserved as an 
observational research site where only low-impact activities such as water column sam
pling and acoustic imaging are permitted. More intrusive research activities are permitted 
at the Main and Mothra vent fields, which in the past have received the most study.156 
A management support system incorporating a spatial database and web mapping system 
is being developed to track research activity and the operation of equipment within the 
MPA.157 It will be used for identifying areas impacted by intensive scientific use, coordi
nating research projects to avoid duplicated research effort and instrumentation conflicts, 
and determining which areas are deserving of more or less study. One issue this raises 
under the qualified consent regime for marine scientific research that applies in the EEZ 
and on the continental shelf under the LOSC is whether a coastal state can refuse a request 
by a foreign state to conduct research within a specific area on the ground that the overall 
volume of scientific activity exceeds conservation needs. Article 246 of the LOSC provides 
rules only on the duty of the coastal state to provide its consent for individual applications 
to conduct research in these maritime zones.

Applications to conduct research within the EHV MPA are reviewed by the MPA man
ager, taking into account a number of criteria. Research activities must be consistent with the
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overall MPA management objectives, appropriate for the proposed site, and compatible with 
other research activities in the area.158 Chief scientists must integrate appropriate mitigation 
measures as a part of their cruise planning in accordance with “best practices for research 
in marine environments.”159 The “InterRidge Statement of Commitment to Responsible 
Practices at Deep Sea Hydrothermal Vents”160 has been endorsed and it is expected that 
scientists adhere to these guidelines when working within this MPA.161 Such requirements 
are grounded in the general principle in Article 240(b) of the LOSC that marine scientific 
research must be conducted using appropriate scientific methods and means.

A primary goal of the EHV MPA management framework is “to encourage research 
at the EHV MPA while meeting its conservation objective, currently within a limited- 
data environment.”162 In response to knowledge gaps about ecosystem functioning, the 
management framework employs a precautionary and adaptive approach. The precautionary 
component is based on the idea of “erring on the side of caution” when dealing with potential 
threats to ecosystems and in accordance with the “best available science.”163 The adaptive 
component requires that management measures that apply to research activities be amended 
as knowledge of the marine environment improves.164 This approach recognizes the “dual 
identity” of research in the management of the MPA:165 Management measures target 
marine scientific research as a human use with potential environmental impacts; however, 
scientific data provides valuable information about the state of the environment and is 
therefore necessary for the rational and adaptive management of the MPA.166

The EVH MPA Management Plan states that the grant of a research license may be 
made conditional on scientists satisfying requests for data, thereby allowing regulators to 
fill in knowledge gaps and improve monitoring.167 This approach has the advantage of 
ensuring that knowledge gained from fieldwork is maximized. However, it raises the issue 
of whether and the extent to which the coastal state can influence the objectives of a research 
project carried out by a foreign vessel in its EEZ or on its continental shelf. Article 249(1 )(c) 
of the LOSC grants the coastal state access to data and samples, once collected,168 but does 
not expressly recognize the right of the coastal state to have advance input into the kinds of 
samples and data that will be collected. In addition, Article 249(1 )(a) recognizes the coastal 
state’s right to participate in or be represented in the marine scientific research project. The 
2010 OALOS Revised Guide takes a broad view of this condition in recommending that 
researching states “endeavor to maximize, as far as feasible, the involvement of the coastal 
State in all stages of the project, that is, the preparatory stage, the actual field work and the 
evaluation stage at the completion of the field work.”169 However, an advance request for 
specific data that materially alters the scientific objectives of the expedition could extend 
beyond the scope of the coastal state’s right to participation, particularly where the coastal 
state makes this a condition for granting its consent.170

The EHV MPA Management Plan also imposes specific reporting requirements on 
marine scientists. After the completion of a research cruise, foreign and domestic vessels are 
required to provide preliminary and final cruise reports with data.171 The Management Plan 
places a high priority on timely reporting by requiring that a member of the scientific staff of 
the research cruise submit cruise reports within 2 months of completion of the fieldwork.172 
Such requests by the coastal state are permitted under Article 249(1 )(d) of the LOSC.173 
According to this provision, preliminary reports must be furnished “as soon as practicable” 
and “final results and conclusions” supplied “after the completion of the research.” Since 
paragraph (l)(d) does not stipulate a fixed time limit for reporting, the OALOS Revised 
Guide suggests that the coastal state can propose a time frame for submitting preliminary 
reports when it provides its consent to the proposed research project and that the final 
results and conclusions should be provided as soon as they become available.174 However,
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any proposed time frame must be reasonable depending on the relevant circumstances.175 
As a result, a blanket deadline for submitting cruise reports may not be appropriate in 
all cases. Moreover, it is worth noting in this regard that interpretations of reporting and 
publishing requirements under Article 249 of the LOSC are not trivial since the presence 
of outstanding obligations from a prior research project is grounds for the coastal state to 
withhold its consent to future research.176

On the whole, the existing international rules on marine scientific research allow coastal 
states sufficient maneuverability for monitoring and managing the environmental impacts 
of marine research activities conducted within their EEZ or on the continental shelf. In 
some instances, however, the provisions on coastal state consent in the LOSC do not pro
vide enough detail regarding the requirements for providing consent to research projects 
that may adversely impact vulnerable ecosystems. It is important that national officials 
strive to achieve a constructive balance between the twin objectives of the freedom of 
scientific research and environmental protection so that the benefits accrued from marine 
research activities are maximized while avoiding environmental damage. Although a more 
restrictive approach to research activities may help achieve short-term, local environmental 
objectives, this may ultimately provide a stumbling block to long-term protection of the 
marine environment by undermining the epistemic basis for marine environmental protec
tion that marine science provides. Domestic regulations and management measures must 
comply with the LOSC and be implemented in a reasonable way that avoids the creation of 
extra expense and additional planning time for research. Regulators must also consider that 
an overly restrictive approach could drive scientists to conduct marine scientific research in 
ocean areas beyond national jurisdiction.177 This could have drawbacks in terms of global 
environmental protection since few binding regulations govern the conduct of researchers 
on the high seas. Coastal states would also lose out under this scenario given that they also 
benefit from research conducted within their coastal waters.

It is equally clear that the international research community should not regard restric
tions on marine research activities as necessarily detrimental to their work. The regulations 
and management measures implemented at the EHV MPA clearly aim to preserve these 
unique areas so that scientific study will continue to yield valuable insights into the marine 
environment and ocean systems and processes. Thus, in some cases, regulatory oversight 
can be regarded as a way of promoting scientific research by preserving sites of scien
tific interest and defining sustainable research practices so that scientific investigation will 
continue in these areas for many years to come.

Conclusion

The argument in favor of the freedom of marine scientific research as a precondition to 
scientific and technological advances is as relevant today as it was during the negotiations at 
UNCLOS III almost 40 years ago. The right to free scientific inquiry is arguably even more 
important given the significant knowledge gaps regarding global environmental change. 
Since scientific investigation thrives under conditions of minimal regulatory interference 
and in the absence of jurisdictional barriers, in principle, the freedom of marine scientific 
research should be strengthened and upheld.

An increasingly complex and expanding system of environmental protection laws that 
apply at various levels may impinge on the free conduct of marine scientific research. In 
addition, a greater understanding of the impact that humans are having on marine ecosys
tems gives cause to restrict the conduct of marine scientific research directly. Although 
such measures may reflect good intentions, this presents a conflict since environmental
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protection measures should be based on best scientific evidence. On the other hand, the 
requirement that marine scientific research be conducted according to best operating prac
tices and in an environmentally responsible way seems patently reasonable. To navigate 
this dilemma, it is necessary to balance the important ideals of marine scientific research 
and marine environmental protection to achieve the best outcome.

The provisions on marine scientific research and marine environmental protection in the 
LOSC provide a viable legal framework for addressing the potential environmental impacts 
of scientific research activities. In cases of significant threats of environmental damage, what 
is required is a fresh interpretation and elaboration of existing principles and norms to allow 
scientific investigation and exploration to be conducted freely, yet responsibly. This work 
has already begun with the development of codes of conduct, guidelines, and management 
measures that prescribe best practices for marine research operations in accordance with 
the provisions of the LOSC. Domestic laws can also make use of the conditions for coastal 
state consent that apply to foreign states wishing to undertake marine scientific research 
in the EEZ and on the continental shelf as a tool for protecting the marine environment. 
However, any reinterpretation of the consent provisions in Part XIII of the LOSC that gives 
coastal states too wide a berth over research conducted in these maritime zones could come 
at the cost of scientific independence. At a minimum, national legislation on the protection 
of the marine environment should comply with the provisions of the LOSC and the rules 
of international law to ensure the continued functioning of the marine scientific research 
consent regime and to preserve the freedom of marine scientific research.
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